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1. INTRODUCTI~~ 
Let AV be a unital R-module, R a commutative ring with unity, and 2 a 
linearly ordered set with first element 0. A mapping V of M to 2 is called 
a ?lornr on JI, if for X, 3: E M and Y E R, 
I’(s) = 0 if and only if x y-m 0, 
r+ + y) -; Max. I:‘(,x), r,-(y), 
T’(m) 5: V(x). 
We call the triple (AZ, 2, IT) a normed R-mod&. In the sequel the above 
triple will denote a normed R-module. 
Let for CT E 2, MU = {X E M / f7(x) :<, ~1. Then M, is a submodule of dl 
and the family {M,},,, is linearly ordered by inclusion. For each .I: EM, 
V(x) = (5 if and only if A40 is the smallest in the above linearly ordered 
family that contains x. In the sequel, ,for the normed R-module (M, Z, 19, we 
shall assume that the norm is Hausdorff i.e., &E,,-:O) M, == 0. 
If a family of cosets of some of the MO’s has the finite intersection property, 
one deduces that it is linearly ordered by inclusion. 
For c f 0, define Ma = {x E M 1 G’(x) < ~1. It is seen to be a submodule 
contained in MU. The quotient of A/l, by MO is called the a-th factor Mu of 
(M, 2: V). 
Remark 1. If N is a submodule of AT, the restriction I” of V to A\F gives 
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rise to a norm on 11’. For each (r +: 0, as ;lZ” n ‘V, -- IV’~, NJNo can be 
canonically identified with X,, + ;l,Pjnlli, a submodule of M0 . In the sequel, 
we shall assume that such identifications have been made. 
DEFINITION 1. If for each o .+ 0, ;V, = JV& , (.IZ, Z:, I -) is called an 
immediate exterrsion of (X, S, I *‘). A normed R-module admitting no propel 
immediate extensions is called maximal. 
Fleischer ([4] page 153) shows that two maximal immediate extensions for 
the same normed R-module need not be isomorphic. 
A family of subsets of a set which is linearly ordered by inclusion is called 
a nested family. A normed R-module (Jf, I r, Z) 1s said to be ultracompletc, 
if for everv nested family [-\‘(,Irit\., , V’ C Z and -Y,, a coset modulo MU for 
every 0 E i’, one has n,,;:, -\;j : ,- 
The question whcthcr ultracompletc immediate extensions exist for an! 
normed R-module seems to bc open. Our principal aim in this paper is to 
prove Theorem 3, Gz, the existence of ultracomplete immediate extensions 
for a special class of normed R-modules, which we shall call pure closetf. 
(cf. Definition 2 below.) Our methods yield an application to the theory of 
linearly ordered Abclian groups. It can be deduced that eaery linearly ordered 
dbelian group admits a linearly ordered ultracomplete immediate emfension. 
(cf. Section 7 below.) 
\Ve do not know whether the assumption of pure closure is necessary. 
Without it we are able to assert only a weaker result. il’e show that ezev) 
normed R-module bus an “almost ultracomplete” immediate extension. (cf. 
Definition 8 and Theorem 2 below.) 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Remark 2. Let -9 = {(M;, Z, V’) 1 i t I} be a family of immediate 
extensions of (M, z, I;) such that the partial ordering relation 
(Ml, 2, V) < (M’, 2, V) defined by Ml a submodule of M2 and 
v2 1 M’ z b’l, is a linear ordering. Let N :m UltlfiZi be made into a R- 
module in the obvious manner and W be defined on N with values in Z thus: 
For x E N, W(X) = Vi(x) where .X E Mi. It is clear that (N, 2, W) is a normed 
R-module, that for any c, N, UiEl M,,z and that for 0 ,& 0, NU =: Uitl M’“. 
We claim that (N, C, W) is an immediate extension of (AZ, 2, V). For each 
i,jtI 
jjTfni z $joJ :~ JffC> (11 
We first prove that for any 12 E I, 
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Now s E lLrO implies that .Y E iZ1,j for somej E 1. In order to prove that :c E ni, 
implies that .L’ belongs to the right hand member of (2), as 9 is linearly 
ordered only the case when j > k needs to be considered. Let x + ;IJI’O = 
2 E MOj. As :1/j 3 MA’, Remark I and (1) a ove imply that there exists y E M,,” b 
such that x EY + MjUCy + NO. So if x belongs to N0 , it belongs to the 
right hand member of (2). The reverse implication is obvious. Hence 
ilTo _ ;\Tc/~\~~~ = -lfuA + Lvojl\i”(by Remark 1) = :$f,7~/~Tf,k n ,j~~~ Liz J~,‘/.\f”o- 
i~~<Tk _ J(j a ) for each 0 f 0. This proves our claim. 
\\‘e give below a useful criterion proved by Fleischer ([4] page 15211 for a 
normed R-module to be an immediate extension of a submodulc. 
L,EMiuA I, rl normed R-module (AI, Z, C-) is an immediate estensio,a of a 
submodule lY if and only if f . o? eaery s E ill - IV, the set S =-= [CT t 2’ i ATc, ~53, 
rlejnition =-- .Y -- .11,, n X -6 r:) is not eoid and &,, A-,, : ’ . 
From Lemma 1, Fleischer immediately deduces that ezery ultracomplete 
normed R-module is maximal. The obvious question whether the converse is 
true is open in the general case. Assuming that R is a principal ideal domain, 
Fleischer pro\-es this by using a result of Eilenberg and Maclane [2]. From 
this he deducts the existence of ultracomplete immediate cstensions for 
such modules. In this paper we use a difl’crent approach and show that pure 
closed maximal Izormed R-modules are ztltmcompletr. (cf. corollary to Lemma 3 
b&~\t~.) 
DEFISITIO~ 2. If R is an integral domain, a submodule N of a R-module 
111 is said to be pure closed if r E R, Y -+ 0, x E III and YS E N implies .r E ,V. 
A normed R-module (:18, Z, V) .: z\ said to be pure close(l if R is an integral 
domain and if for each (T E 2‘, MC7 is pure closed, 
Remark 3. (i) (;PZ, 2, V) is pure closed if and only if M/MC, is torsion .free 
joy each o. In pasficzrlav Al is forsion pee. 
(ii) Let (~21, 2, V) be pure closed and N a submodule. Then N, considered 
as a normed R-module with the restriction of V to N as norm, is pure closed. 
Remark 4. =In important class of pure closed normed R-modules is 
furnished by that of linearlv ordered Abelian groups. Here a linearly ordered 
group G is considered as a Z-module with the norm I7 defined thus: .Z is 
taken to be the family of all convex subgroups of G linearly ordered by 
inclusion and for .v E G, V(x) is defined to be the smallest convex subgroup 
containing s. *As G is torsion free and every convex subgroup of G is pure, 
G is seen to be a pure closed normed Z-module. 
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3. A CONSTRUCTION 
Let (M, Z, C’) be a normed R-module. A submodule :V of X is said to be 
ronw.z if s E N, y E .lJ and V(y) < V(X) implies y E N. lVZ” and JZ, are seen 
to be con\ es submodules. Every convex submodule is the set union of all corzvex 
submodules qf type -I,, contained in it. 
Remarfz 5. The ,family qf all convex submodules of the above normed 
R-module is linearly ordered by inclusion and is order complete zcith first element 
tfle zero submodule and last element 39 itself. Let A* be a linearly ordered 
set order isomorphic to the above linearly ordered set of conws submodulcs. 
\Ye shall denote the first element of 11” by 0 and the last element by I. 
1’(:11) can be order isomorphicall!; identified with a subset of ilr by letting 
the element in ilk corresponding to 31” to be o itself. The first element 0 of 
L-(.lLj (and of 2’) will then be identified with the first element 0 of /lF. \Ve 
obser1.c that the property of pure closedness of the abovc normed R-module 
depends only upon the pure closedness of the submodules -U,, for o E V(;W). 
For purposes CJ~ proain,n Tfreorem 3 tfrere is no loss of generali& in aaumitg 
that 2 il ’ 
DEFISITION 3. If h ~/l*, by a c0nz’e.v coset .I-,, we mean a coset of :I1 
module the convex submodule .llA . 
DEFIATIION 4. Let A =L A’ -~ (0). Let P(dZZ) be the complete direct 
sum of the R-modules {~lZ,‘;ZI,),~,~, Let SE P(X). Then al- = (..-, S,\ ;..) 
where -Vn is a convex coset of M. By p(X) we mean the relation on 11 defined 
by .Y in the following manner: Let X, p E /l, h < CL. Define i\ p(X) p and 
p p(S) h, if for every- v l /l such that X ~: v -: p, -Y,, C S, C -‘i, . 
The following proposition is easily established: 
Pr~oPwI~I~IOs 1. (i) For every X E P(111), the relation p(A-) is an equivalence 
on fl, 
(ii) I:‘e:erjl equivalence class under p(-Y) is a segnent of A, 
(iii) p(-Y) ~~ p(-X), and 
(iv) For every Y t R, p(rS) 3 p(X) (as subsets of fl ;: fl). 
DEFINITION 5. For X E P(i11) and X E ,,l, we denote the equivalence class 
under ~(-1.) containing A by E,(A). An element SE P(M) is said to be a 
partial thread, if every equivalence class of il under p(X) has no first element. 
The set of all partial threads in P(M) is denoted by A?. 
Remark 6. Using the canonical epimorphism Qu,, of .11:.11, to k’/iW,, 
whenever X < p, we can associate to the normed R-module (,‘lZ, fl”, I/) the 
inverse mapping svstems of R-modules (.lZ/iWA , Qy,, , /I with dual ordering}. 
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Wc can consider the inverse limit of this system as a submodule of P(112) 
consisting of “threads” oiz. elements X of P(M) such that p(X) is the uni- 
\-ersal relation on /l. It follows that every thread is a partial thread. We also 
have the following canonical association of a (partial) thread (..., ,Y - ill,, , ...) 
to any element x E M. This is one-one as V is assumed to be Hausdorff. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let X be a partial thread. Then the quotient ordered set 
A/p(S) is dually well ordered. 
Pwof. Let S be a nonempty subset of the above set. Let T be its preimage 
under the canonical onto mappin g from /I. As fl = /I* - {Oi, and /I* is 
order complete, T has a least upper bound (say) 01 E /l. We claim that 1: E T. 
Otherwise, a: is greater than every element of T. As T is an ordered union of 
entire equivalence classes of elements with respect to p(X), this implies that 
every clement j3 of Ex(a) is greater than every element of T. As X is a partial 
thread, Ex(a) has no first element and so we can choose /? E Ex(a), 11 -; CY. 
This contradicts the choice of a: as the least upperbound of T. So W: have 
proved that u E 7‘. Then Rx(a) is clearly the last element of S. This proves 
our proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let X be a partial thread and h E A. Then E,(h) has a 
Just element. 
Proof. If E,(h) is the last equivalence class of /l, then 1 E E,(h) and is its 
last element. Otherwise, let S = {CL E /I I p ‘2 every element of E,(h):,. S is 
not empty as 1 E S. As S is a subset of the order complete /I* and is bounded 
below by A, S has a least upper bound (say) DL E /I. We claim that 01 E EJX). 
Otherwise, 01 > every element of Ex(h). So Ex(a) immediately succeeds 
E:‘,(X) and Q: is the first element of Ex(a) contradicting the assumption that X 
is a partial thread. So a: E E,(h) and hence its last element. 
C‘OROLLARY. Let X be a nonzero partial thread. Then there e,vists a last 
A E A stcclz tlrat .ri, # ;I,fA . 
Proof. Case 1. For some [ E E,(l), S, f M, . Let x E X, Then x # 0 
and hence V(a) = u f 0. Let /\ E /I correspond to the convex submodule Mm. 
Then -Y,, = x + 121, -,L~ JZ,, and X,, =:z 111, for every p :, h. 
Case 2. For every p E Ex( I), X,, = IV,‘ . 4s /l/p(X) is dually well-ordered 
and S is not zero, the equivalence class E under p(X) which immediately 
precedes Ex( 1) exists. By the above proposition E has a last element (say) X. 
The proof of the corollary is complete, if we show that -U, f MA . It is in 
fact so, otherwise XA = :1-l\ and hence A p(X) p for every p E E,(l) which 
is a contradiction. 
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4. PROPERTIES OF hI 
PROPOSITION 4. il?l is a submodule of P(M). 
Proof. Let X, YE A? and E an equivalence class of/l with respect to the 
relation p(Z) where Z = X - Y. W:e need to prove that E has no first 
element. If on the contrary, E has a first element X, then E = E,(h). By (iii) 
of Proposition 1, E-.(h) = Ep(X) and h ence Ex(h) CT E,(A) = E,(A) n Eey(X) 
which is clearly contained in E,(h). As X and 1’ are partial threads, X cannot 
be the first element of either E,(h) or E,(h) and so, we can choose p E E,(h) 
and v E E,(h) such that p < h and v < X. As /I is linearly ordered, we may 
assume without loss of generality that p 2; v C. X. As Ex(X) is a segment of 
/l [(ii) of Proposition 11, v E E,(X). So v E Ez(h) contradicting the assumption 
that X is the first element of E,(h). S o WC have proved that 2 = X - Y is a 
partial thread. As every equivalence class under p(rX) is an ordered union 
of equivalence classes under p(X) f or r E R and X E P(M), [(cf. iv) of Pro- 
position l] we observe that if X is a partial thread, then so is VS. This 
completes the proof of the proposition. 
Remark 7. From remark 6, we observe that we can identify M in a 
canonical manner with a submodule of fi. In the sequel we will assume that 
such an identification has been made. 
DEFINITION 6. Let h E fl. By h?A we denote the submodule of J?Z con- 
sisting of all partial threads X z (X@) such that X,, = M,, for all p > X. The 
family consisting of all the &ZU’s and the zero submodule of i%? (taken as 
&‘a) is clearly linearly ordered by inclusion and defines a norm p of &! with 
values in /l* thus: p(X) = first h such that X E A%?A . (Such a X exists by a 
corollary of proposition 3.) By Remarks 5 and 6 we notice that the restriction 
of p to M (cf. Remark 7) agrees with V defined on M. 
From the corollary of proposition 3, we observe that apart from the ele- 
ments of V(M), the last element of the penultimate equivalence classes of fl 
under p(X) for partial threads X in P(M) belong to P(i@), provided for 
every p in the last equivalence class with respect to such X’s, the CL-th entry 
is M,, . In fact we claim the following: 
PROPOSITION 5. Let 
A’ = {A E A 1 h # 1 and h has no immediate successor in A>, 
Then p(l(ni) = V(M) U /1’. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that every )I E /I’ is p(X) for some X E &f. 
As X # 1, there exists an element x E M such that x $ M,, . Let X E P(M) 
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be defined thus: XU = x + -If,, for every p < X and X, = M, for every 
iL ::- X. -1s X has no immediate successor in /l, X is a partial thread. Clearly 
I?(5) = X and the proposition follows. 
Remark 7. As V(M) is dense in A*, we deduce that the linearly ordered 
set of conwx submodules of 31 is order isomorphic to A* itself. 
Even though (&, fl”, 8) is an extension of (M, fl, I’), it need not be an 
immediate extension as V(M) can be properly contained in p(a). Counter 
examples can be constructed under even more favourable conditions--such 
as when I’(M) 2:: P(f@!) or, better still, when V(‘(M) is order complete. 
However the imbedding of 51 in n^l is a step towards construct:ing an 
ultracomplete immediate extension of (M, fl, I’) as can be seen in Section 5 
below. 
PROPOSITION 6. !f (AI, A*, V) is pure closed, then so is (&I, A*, 8). 
ProoJ Let X E &‘, r E R, r -+ 0 and rX E ‘tin for some h E A*. Hence 
the cl-th entry of rX, i.e., 
rX, , is J;zI, for p > A. (3) 
As (M,A*, V) is pure closed, for each ,u E fl *, M/M, is torsion free and so (3) 
implies -li; = MU for every ,u > h, i.e., X E !I?,, _ This concludes the proof. 
Remark 8. Let [ E /I and I?, be a convex coset of A. If Y = (..., YA , ...) 
and J;’ = (..., YA’, .,.) are elements of X<, then Y - Y’ E n?Jc and so Y 
and 1.’ have the same entries for all 7 > [. 
Let, now, {xc ~ 5 E S CA,\ be a nested family of convex cosets of 1l-i. We 
claim that n,tsXf f G;. 
This is trivial if S has a first element. So let us assume that S has no first 
element. As fl* is order complete, S has a greatest lower bound, say 01, in II*. 
Then 
01 has no immediate successor in A*. 
Let us define an element S of P(M) thus: 
(4 
DEFINITION 7. Let 7 E /1. Define XT, = the y-th entry of some element 
in X* for any t E S provided 7 > &this is well defined in view of Remark 8 
above and the hypothesis that {Xe} is a nested family-and X, = Mn other- 
wise. 
It is clear that 
Ex(a) is an initial segment of /I 
and for every /3 E fl such that /3 < cy, X8 = MB . (5) 
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Let f?,#) be an equivalence class of fl under p(X) which is such that it has /3 
as its first element. By (5) above, p > OL and for every y E (1 such that 
p > y : ~ 31 [such y’s exist by (4) above] y is not p(X) related to ,8; 
in particular X, q L&9 for every such y. (6) 
Now for every 6 E S such that p > [ [such 5 ‘s exist by (4) above] and for 
every y E /I such that /3 > y > t, by definition of -\, the P-th entry and 
the y-th entry of every element Y in 8, are respectively X0 and X,, . By (6) 
above it follows that /3 is not p( I’) related to y for every y such that p 1,. y -3 [ 
and so ,l3 is the first element of E&I). Rut this contradicts that Y (E Xc C i’@) 
is a partial thread. Thus we have proved that 
X, in definition 7 above, is an element of &f. 
It is clear that X E Xc for each [ E S. 
IVe have thus proved 
(7) 
THEOREM 1. (A, fl*, li) is ultracomplete. 
5. ALMOST ULTRACOMPLETENESS 
Observe that if {XEjcEs is a nested family of convex cosets of M where 
(112, A*, V) is a normed R-module, then for any Y E R, {YX~}~~~ is also a 
nested family of convex cosets of M. 
DEFINITION 8. A normed R-module (M, A*, P-) is said to be almost 
ultracomplete if, whenever {X,},,, , SC/l, is a nested family of convex 
cosets such that nEES X, = 0, then there exists r E R, T f 0 such that 
n .cc,rg s, ?- ;I. 
From the definition it follows that ultracompleteness implies almost ultra- 
completeness. That the converse is not true is seen from the following example. 
EXAMPLE. Let S = (1, 2, 3,...) with the natural ordering and G the 
set of all rational integer valued functionsf on S such that at all but a finite 
number of elements of S, f has even values. Order G by first difference. 
G is then linearly ordered and if we define a binary operation on G by 
componentwise addition, G becomes a linearly ordered Abelian group. By 
Remark 4, G can be considered as a normed Z-module with values in S” 
where S* is the order sum of { ~ cc} and the dual ordered set of S and for 
eachn#O,G,={fEGIf(i)=Of or every i < n}. Let fn be the element 
of G such that fn(i) = 0 for all i > n and ,fJi) = 1 for every i < n. Then 
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(f,i T G,:n,s is a nested family of convex cosets of G whose intersection is 
clearly empty. So G is not ultracomplete. However, for any nested family 
cL’in} of convex cosets, n2X, f o as G includes all functions whose values 
everywhere on S is even. So G is almost ultracomplete. 
‘I’HEOREYI 2. Let (M, A*, V) be a normed R-module. Then it has an almost 
ultracomplete immediate extension. 
Proof. Let r be the family of all submodules of %I (cf. Definition 5) 
which, with norm induced by the restrictions of P, arc immediate extensions 
of (M, fl”, I). If we partial order I’ as in Remark 2, the discussion there 
shows that r is inductive. Hence by Zorn’s lemma r has a maximal element, 
say, (:1’, /I*, r’). We claim that this is almost ultracomplete. For assume 
that it is not so. Then there exists a nested family .(Sc’jgES of convex cosets 
of JW’ such that 
whatever be Y E R, n rS,’ = ._ . 
es 
(8) 
i%ow :V, = i%!< n M’ as norm on M’ is induced by the restriction of F. 
Let Xc be the convex coset of /@ which is the saturation of X5’. Then {XcfSES 
is a nested family of convex cosets of A%. Then by Theorem I, the element X- 
in Definition 7 belongs to nCES Xc . Because of (8) above, rX 4 M’ fcor an! 
Y E R. Let M” = the submodule of -@I generated by M’ and X. Then M” 
properly contains M. Consider M” as a normed R-module using the restric- 
tion V” of p to M” as norm. Let Y” E M” - M’. So 1.” = Y’ + ray where 
I” E kl’, r E R, r # 0. For every [E S, Y” f MJ n M’ 
= Y’ + r,Y f A?ff n RI’ (as !21,’ = :li, n M’) 
= Y’ + M<’ + rXS’ (by definition of -X) 
f 0. 
Also because, Y’ E nPtS T” -t- MC’ but nEtS r&’ = s we have that 
nEcS Y’ + MC’ + rX,’ = $5. So by Lemma I, (nil”, /I*, li”) is an immediate 
extension of (M’, il*, I”) and as M” # :\I’ we have arrived at a contra- 
diction of the maximality of (M’, /l*, V’) in I’. Our theorem is provetd. 
COROLLARY. Jf (M, A*, V) is pure closed, then (iIf’, A”, V’) is also pure 
closed. 
Proof. For M,’ = A??< n M’ and as A& is pure closed in &l (cf. Proposi- 
tion 6) by Remark 3 it follows that ME’ is pure closed in M’ for each 6 E il*. 
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6. EXISTENCE OF ULTR.~~OMPLETE IMI~IIZDIATE EXTENSIOSS 
In this section we prove our main result (Theorem 3). But first WC need 
a few technical lemmas. 
LEaixla 2. Let (N, A*, V) h e u pure closed, ulmost ultracomplete normed 
R-module and [ E A*. Then there exists a pure closed &mediate estensiorr 
(M’, A*, V) such that for ezery zestedfamily (.Y,,‘], .F of conz’ex resets of ill’, 
0,. g X,,’ I’- s 
Proof. LetL be the injective hull of the R-module M. As R is an integral 
domain (cf. Definition 2), L is a divisible R-module. (cf. Faith [3] page 8.) 
Furthermore, as J3 is torsion free, so is L. For each t g/l*, let 
L, == {,Y EL ’ Y.v 6 Mf for some Y E R}. As Z, is torsion free, L, is the injective 
hull of 112, . Also L, is a pure closed submodule of L. It can be verified that 
(LCjEc.,* is the family of convex submodules for a (pure closed) norm IV 
on I, with values in fl* and, as each Me is pure closed, :lZ, ~~~ L.; n -11. Hence 
TI’ extends V. 
Let now ,W’ = {y EL there exists a nested family {-YV:,,: .: of come\ 
cosets of 52 and Y E R, 7 + 0 such that ry E 0,) ,E y-U,>. As R has unit!, 
clearly zl,Z’ 2 i&Z. 
Let yr , y, t :U”. Then there exists {k,“),, p , nested family of convex 
cosets of M, yi E R, ri # 0, such that riyi E 0, E yiYn’, i -: 1, 2. Then 
‘IYZ(JJ, -- y;?) t n n,,c Y~Y~(~~,,~ -- Y,,“) and hence yr ~ ya E -1,Z’. It can be seen 
that if y E 1VZ’ and r E R, ry E M’. So M’ is a submodule of L and JZ’ 1 i1I. 
Let V be the norm on 32’ induced by W on L. Then, for each 6 E /I’, 
&lfz’ : I,, n M’ and hence, by Remark 3, (M’, flV, V’) is a pure closed 
normed R-module. We claim that 
it is an immediate extension of (_lZ, il*, I’). 
\Ve reason as follows: 
(9) 
(i) Let X=’ be a convex coset of M’ and 01 >, f. Then .YY’ n JZ i- i.> .
For, let x’ E X,‘. Then there exists a nested family {X,Jnl,h of convex cosets 
of M, Y E R, r f 0 such that TX’ E n,,‘,< rX, . As iy Y 6, there exists 3, E X, 
such that TX’ - YX, E &Z, C n/r,‘. As Me’ is pure closed in M’, x” - .q E ,We’. 
Hence X,’ n M = x’ + Mti’ r: MS x, . This proves (i). 
(ii) Let x’ E M’. Let for 01 i E, there exists r E R, r + 0 and Y, a convex 
coset of M such that YX’ E YI’, . Then x’ i- Ma’ n M = Y, . This follows 
immediately by the pure closedness of M>’ in M’. 
Let now .v’ EM’ - M. Then by (i), XV, by definition = x’ --/- .M,’ n rlf -f .., 
for every 7 > t. In order to prove (9), .t I suffices by Lemma 1 to prove that 
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n \- Ed. n>e- rl As x’ E M’, there exists a nested family {Y,,),,,E of convex 
cosets of ,II, r E R, Y # 0 such that TX’ E nnlc YY, . From (ii) we conclude 
that XV0 = I’, for each 7 > 5. So if flnBc Xn j; B, then TX’ E r)rr,c YI’; = 
n li>c TX:, = l(nV,E X,,). Hence there exists x E M such that YX’ = YX. This 
implies s’ = s as y + 0 and M’ is torsion free and hence x’ E M, a contra- 
diction. \Ve have proved (9). 
Lastly we need to prove that if (X,,‘>, ,c is a nested family of convex cosets 
of M’, then nn,E X7’ # c. 
By (i), S,, = Xn’ n M # G for each 7 > .$ and {X,,}qi.E is a nested family 
of convex cosets of M. As M is almost ultracomplete, there exists Y E R, 
y :+ 0 su~h that nnyt rxn f O. Let y be an element of this intersection. 
As L is a divisible R-module, we can find x’ EL such that I.S’ = y. Then 
clearly .K’ E _$I’. By (ii) s’ + M,,’ n M = X,, which is X7’ n M for each 
?j > 5. so x’ E &’ for each y and hence 0, -5 Xl,’ -f 2:. The proof of OUI 
lemma is complete. 
LEMMA 3. Let (M, A*, V) be a pure closed normed R-module. If it is not 
ultracomplete, then it has a proper pure closed immediate extension. 
Proof. By Theorem 3, there exists an almost ultracomplete immediate 
extension (G’, /l*, I”) which, by Corollary to Theorem 3, is furthermore 
pure closed. If M # M’, the proof of the lemma is complete. Otherwise 
II,f := .IZ’, i.e., (M, /I*, I/‘) is a pure closed almost ultracomplete normed 
R-module which is not ultra complete. Hence 
there exists [ E fl* and a nested family {Xn}li,g 
of convex cosets of M such that r)n>C X,, = o . (10) 
Then by Lemma 2, there exists an immediate extension ($t”‘, /l*, V”) such 
that if i-Y”\ q,7>6 is a nested family of convex cosets of AZ”, (J>6 Xi + D. 
Comparing this with (IO), we conclude MT” # M. This completes the proof 
of our lemma. 
CORCILLARY. Let (M, A*, V) be a pure closed normed R-module w,hich is 
maximal. Then it is ultracomplete. 
Proof. Obvious from the Lemma. 
Lmm1.t 4, Let (ICI, A*, V) be a pure closed normed R-module. Then M is 
a subgroup of the A-sum V(L) (cf. Conrad [l] page 1) of {&}EEA where e, is 
the Abelian group structure underlying the injective hull of the R-module M< , 
the &th factor of the aboae normed R-module. 
Proof. Let L be the injective hull of M. Extend V to a pure closed norm 
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W on L as in the proof of Lemma 2. Csing Remark 1, one concludes that 
the .$-th factor L6 of (L, il’, IV) is the injective hull of 121, . 
As L is a divisible R-module and R is an integral domain, L can be con- 
sidcred as a Q-module where 0 is the field of quotients of R. Using the fact 
that L, is pm-c closed in IdI,, we can prove that for each (I E Q, W(p) 52 W(x) 
for cver~ .Y EL. This suffices to conclude that (L, /l*, TV) is a normed 
Q-module. By the Embedding thcorcm (Conrad [I] Section 3, page 13), 
I, is a subgroup of the fl-sum [‘(I,) of (I,,;,-,., This proves our lemma. 
Let / S 1 denote the cardinality- of the set S. 
COROLLARY 1. ~ ‘If . 1 r-(1,)1. 
Remaik 9. As I,*(L) depends only upon [i L, ijCtrl and ~ L, ~ depends 
only upon ] .‘II, ~ for each [E ‘1, V(L) ~ depends only upon the factors of 
(AZ, A*, I.). 
(:oRC)I.lARY 2. I,er (,I[, fl-, 1;) b e a pure closed normed R-module. Theta 
there exists a cardinal number N such that .for every immediate extension 
(X’, -4*, r-‘), j ill’ < N. 
I’uoof. Choose N ;J F(L)I, L-(1,) as in the above lemma. -1s dl and JI’ 
have the same factors, by Corollary I and Remark 9, our assertion follows. 
\Ve can now prove our main theorem. The idea of the proof is very similar 
to the proof of the existence of an algebraic closed extension of a field. 
'I~HEOREM 3. livery pure closed notwed R-module admits at least one puve 
closed ultvacomplete immediate extension. 
Z’voof. Let (111, il-, I -) bc a pure closed normcd R-module. Let .-f be a 
set such that ~ _ .1 :,z the cardinality of every immediate extension of the 
above module. Such a set z-1 exists by (‘orollary 2 above. Let I’ be the family 
of all pure closed immediate extensions (Jl’, A*, l-l) of the above module 
such that the set JIL C A-l for each i. By Remark 2, 1’ can be partially ordered 
in a natural manner and is inductive. Hence by Zorn’s lemma there exists 
a maximal element (,?I’, fl*, I-‘) in r. 11. c claim that this is ultracomplete. 
For otherwise, it admits a proper pure closed immediate extension 
(111”, /I”, I,.“) by Lemma 3. By- c’orollarv 3, -13” i < ) A-1 ~ and hence the 
set JI” can be taken as a subset of A. So that (M”, /l*, I;“) E r, violating 
the maximality of (.IZ’, fl”, I:‘). This completes the proof. 
7. APPLICATION To LINEARLY ORDERED ABELIAN GROWS 
Let G he a linearly ordered Abclian group. Then by Remark 4, G can be 
considered as a pure closed normed Z-module, (G, A*, V) where 11” is the 
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set of convex subgroups linearly ordered by inclusion. For every t E fly, 
G/G, can be canonically made into a linearly ordered Abelian group.. 
Let X = (..., X, , ...) t G. If X + the identity element of G, define ,Y to 
be positive if at the last place 5 where the &th entry X, of X is not G, (such 
a [ exists by Corollary to Proposition 3) X, is positive. This is seen to make 
G into a linearly ordered Abelian group. It can be further seen that the iden- 
tification of G as a subgroup of G as in Remark 7 preserves the ordering 
relation on G. 
Then by Theorem 2, it follows that 
(a) L?nery linearly ordered Abelian group admits a linearly ordered almost 
ultracomplete immediate extension. 
If G is a linearly ordered Abelian group, then there is one and only one 
way of making its injective hull D as a linearly ordered Abelian group so as 
to preserve the ordering relation on G (cf. Fuchs [5] page 50). 
Now by Lemma 2, it follows that if G is an almost ultracomplete linearly 
ordered Abelian group, then for any [ E /lx, G admits an immcdiatc extension 
G’ which (since it is a subgroup of the injective hull D of G) is a linearly 
ordered abelian group and for every nested family {XT,i],1.,,5 of convex cosets 
of G’, n,J5,5 Xn +- D . 
Then by Lemma 3 we have 
(b) If a linearly ovdeered Abelian group is not ultracomplete, then it admits a 
proper linearly ordered immediate extension. 
Using Theorem 3, we obtain 
COROLLARY TO THEOREM 3. Er?evy linearly ordered Abelian group admits 
a linearly ovdeved ultracomplete immediate extension. 
This result was proved in the special case when every principal convex 
subgroup of G is a direct summand by Rema (cf. [6] Proposition 4.11 p. 140). 
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